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Special Issue: 1982Annual Report
Exploring The Secrets of The Heart
The Eyes ofMedicine
Surgery—Then and Now
O N N
Time Capsule: Exploring
The Secrets of the Heart.
Conquering heart disease,
the nation's number one
killer, is a dream that may be
nearing reality. Surgical
strides over the past 35 years,
including the recent develop
ment of an artificial heart, are
revealing the secrets of the
heart as never before. One of
the earliest successes in the
battle was accomplished at
Yale-New Haven.
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Annual Report. A special
section on Hospital Statistics,
the Hospital Family and
Friends of the Family includ
ing addresses from Hospital
President C. Thomas Smith,
Executive Vice President Jo
seph A. Zaccagnino and
Chairman of the Board of
Trustees, C. Newton Schenck.
The Eyes of Medicine. Di
agnostic Imaging is more
than a new name for the oid
field of Radiology. It is a van
guard of a medical revolution
which may one day allow
physicians to trace the pa
thology of diseases to their
chemical origins.
Back Cover: Resources A
look at some of the Hospital
staff members who contrib
uted to this issue.
^#*'1
Surgery—Then and
Now. Yale-New Haven sur
geons reflect on some of the
enormous changes in their
specialty since the opening of
the Yale-New Haven Memo
rial Unit in 1953.
Yale-NewHaven is published
quarterly for staff and friends
of the Hospital by the Office
of Public Information. Edito
rial Director: George G.
Pawlush; Editor: Gene
Cooney; StaffWriters: Mark
Bittman, Tom Urtz, Katie
Fischer; Research Assistants:
Hazel Daniley, Betty Parrett,
Glenda Bethune.
The Hospital is making every
effort to clean its mailing lists
to avoid duplication. Never
theless, occasional duplica
tions of labels is inevitable. If
you receive an extra copy,
please pass it along to a
friend.
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MedicalCenterHappen
ings. A look at some of the
recent developments around
the Hospital.
On The Cover: The coyer
photograph is a gated blood
pool scan of a normal human
heart at rest. The image is a
computer reconstruction, de
rived from a gamma camera
observing the radiotracer
technetium 99m labelled red
blood cells.
Copyright © 1983 Yale-New
Haven Hospital. All rights re
served. No part of this publi
cation may be reproduced or
transmitted by any means or
in any form without permis
sion in writing from the
publisher.
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In tins 1949 photograph, D
William Glenn, left, and Dr
Paul Lurie inspe ct a fitting on
the mechanical heart pump
designed by th d year nedi-
cal student, Wi iamSewe i,
right.
Dr. W.J. Kolff and his
associates, Drs. DeVries, Jar-
vik and Olsen at the Univer
sity of Utah have received
recognition from around the
world for this health care
milestone but they readily ad
mit that major refinements
still must be made before sur
gery of the type performed
on Dr. Clark becomes a prac
tical alternative for individuals
with irreversible heart
disease.
This operation repre
sents one more important
step on the road to success
fully treating this country's
number one killer — diseases
of the heart. But just as Neil
Armstrong's 1 969 stroll on
the moon was dependent
upon aeronautical advances
of many who preceeded him,
the breakthrough in Utah
was built on the groundwork
laid by many other medical
minds.
New Haven was the
site of one of the earliest pio
neering ventures into the use
of mechanical devices to as
sist in open heart surgery. On
June 24, 1949, William Se-
well, a third-year medical stu
dent under the direction of
Dr. William Glenn, chief of
Cardiovascular Surgery at
Yale-New Haven Hospital,
used a mechanical pump of
his own design to divert
blood from the heart of a
dog. The operation, the first
of its kind, proved that a pa
tient's blood flow could cir
cumvent the heart, repairs
could be made to the organ,
and blood flow resumed with
the subject surviving the
procedure.
Sewell, who received
his degree in medicine from
Yale in 1 950 and is now chief
of Cardiac Surgery at the
Guthrie Clinic in Sayre, Penn
sylvania, teamed up with
Glenn to successfully operate
on two dogs using the pump.
Glenn was Yale-New Haven
Hospital's chief of Cardiovas
cular Surgery from 1948-
1965 and chief of
Cardiothoric Surgery from
1 965-75. He currently sits as
the Charles W. Ohse Profes
sor of Surgery at the Yale
School of Medicine and as at
tending surgeon on the staff
of Yale-New Haven Hospital.
For 63 minutes Se-
well's artificial pump did the
work of the right side of the
heart including the right
atrium and the right ventricle.
Blood was withdrawn from
the inferior and superior vena
cava and returned to the
dog's right pulomonary artery
for oxygenation in the lungs.
In the second experiment
which was also successful,
the animal survived an open-
heart bypass procedure
which lasted nearly two
hours.
"It was exciting," Se
well admits. "We identified
our objective — to perform
survival surgery — and we ac
complished it." In ten days
the animals had regained
their health.
Their work was re
ported in the September,
1 950 issue of the Journal of
Surgery. Noting the historic
nature of the device and
what had been accomplished
with it, the Smithsonian Insti
tution acquired the pump
and has it on permanent dis
play in the National Museum
of American History in Wash
ington, DC.
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In a world that has
grown accustomed to re
search requiring major capital
investment, Sewell built his
heart pump on the budget of
a garage-tinkerer. His initial
equipment budget was $50
and he had $ 1 ,000 to cover
laboratory fees for the first
year.
The materials that
went into the heart pump
were also of the type a ga
rage tinkerer would be apt to
have on hand. Rubber flaps
used to control the flow of
blood in the device's pump
ing chamber were taken from
a popular toy noisemaker of
the day called the "Ras-
berry" The engine and frame
of the heart pump were
taken from an Erector Set
purchased at cost from a sci
ence-minded merchant in
New Haven.
The design of Se-
well's heart pump was rela
tively simple. It consisted of
reinforced tubing enclosed in
a glass cylinder. Rubber stop
pers with holes bored
through them were inserted
in each end and glass tubes
forming the inflow and out
flow tracts were passed
through the holes in the rub
ber stoppers. The rubber flaps
were attached to the inflow
and outflow tubes in the
pumping chamber to control
the direction of flow. Com
pressed air and suction were
delivered alternately through
a side arm to the inside of the
chamber to remove blood
and then return it to the
body.
"When we built the
equipment, I wanted to go
straight ahead with our goal
of survival surgery," Dr. Se
well confessed, "But Dr.
Glenn insisted that we take
our time and do the extensive
preliminary work an opera
tion of this nature called for. I
was anxious to get right to
the experiments but looking
back on it, I see that he was
right."
Though their work
with dogs was successful, Se
well and Glenn both recog
nized that further refine
ments would be needed
on the heart pump before
the next step could be taken
— surgery on a human
patient.
In three years some
one was ready to make that
step. On October 21, 1952,
Dr. F. Dewey Dodrill, working
at Detroit's Harper Hospital,
performed successful open
heart surgery on a 1 6-year-
old boy using a heart pump
designed by General Motors
The pump was based on the
same basic principle used in
the experiments with animals
at Yale in 1 949 — a mechani
cal pump for the right side of
the heart and oxygenation of
the blood by the patient's
own lungs.
"This was the first
open heart surgery, no ques
tion about it," Dr. Glenn said
of the procedure reported in
the March 1 953 issue of the
Journal of Thoracic Surgery
However, because Dr. Do-
drill's unit was a heart pump
and not a heart-lung ma
chine, blood could be di
verted from only one side of
the heart and had to be re
turned to the patient's own
lungs for oxygenation. This
drawback put a restriction on
the types of procedures that
could be performed with the
device.
Two months after
the published report of Do-
dnll's operation appeared,
these limitations had been
overcome. Dr. John Gibbon
used a newly created heart-
lung machine on a human
patient for the very first time.
A flurry of activity
had surrounded the search
for a heart-lung machine, so
word travelled fast when Dr
Gibbon announced the suc
cess of his operation on an
1 8-year-old girl on May 6,
1953. Gibbon's heart-lung
machine pushed back the
frontier of science, but de
spite his initial success, he
faced bitter disappointment
when three subsequent oper
ations failed.
from Heart Pump
to Heart Pump
PARTIAL ISOLATION OF THE HEART (RIGHT SIDE):
Blood coming into the ear t through the INFERIOR VENA CAVA
and SUPERIOR VENA CAVA (1 ) is diverted outside the body
through tubing, leaving the right side of the heart virtually free
of blood. To oxygenate t ie blood, it is returned through tubing to
the PULMONARY AR' ERY (4) where it is pumped to the lungs. It
flows back through the PULMONARY VEIN (5) to the LEFT ATRIUM
(6) and then is recirculated to the body by the LEFT VENTRICLE (7)
as it pumps the oxygenated blood into the AORTA (8).
1. Superior atid Inferior Vena Cava
2. Riglnt Atrium
3. Right Ventricle
4. Pulmonary Artery
5. Lslrnonary Vein
6. Left Atrium
7. Left Ventricle
8. Aorta
^
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TOTAL ISOLATION OF THE HEART:
Blood coming into the heart through the INFERIOR VENA CAVA
and SUPERIOR VENA CAVA (1 ) is c verted outside the body
through tubing to a mechanical oxygenator. It is then retu rned to
the AORTA (8) and is pumped throughout the body.
Ffre answer se^>--^ t^
lie in the develop
ment of an artificial
heart that can be
mass-produced to
meet the need :_c
being met through
transplants.
Little time was lost
refining heart-lung tech
niques. Working in Minne
sota, Dr. Walton Lillehei took
an unusual — and successful
— approach to the heart-
lung problem. In his initial
surgery he connected an ar
tery and vein from a four-
year-old boy with an artery
and vein of his father. With a
pump controlling cross-circu
lation and the father's lungs
oxygenating both blood sys
tems, Dr. Lillehei was able to
work unhurriedly to repair
the child's damaged heart.
By 1954, however,
refinements had been made
in heart-lung machinery elim
inating the need for a human
donor and making it the pre
ferred technique for open
heart surgery.
From his position as
chief of Cardiovascular Sur
gery, Dr. Glenn paid close at
tention to developments in
open heart surgery. "The first
open heart operation on a
patient here was on Decem
ber 8, 1956. This operation,
and the next, both carried out
on small, critically ill infants
with complex cardiac deform
ities, were not successful. We
were trying to repair defects
in the heart at a time when
sophisticated diagnostic and
surgical techniques were still
some years away," Glenn
said.
"We were also dis
satisfied with the early ver
sion of the mechanical
"bubble" oxygenator in
vogue at the time, and turned
our efforts in the laboratory
to the extensive testing of a
new, more physiologic
method for mechanical oxy
genation using many layers of
thin Teflon membrane. This
oxygenator, known as a
membrane oxygenator, had
been used by Clowes in
Cleveland with considerable
success. The membrane oxy
genator employed the princi
ple of the artificial kidney
developed by the same W.J
Kolff who headed up the
team that created the Utah
mechanical heart."
The first patient se
lected for surgery using the
membrane oxygenator had a
less complicated defect than
the earlier patients — an ab
normal hole in the septum di
viding the upper chambers of
the heart. The open-heart
procedure to close this hole
was uncomplicated. The pa
tient survived, cured.
Performed at Grace-
New Haven Hospital, this op
eration was Connecticut's
first successful open-heart
surgery. Over the next dozen
years 1 50 operations to repair
similar deformities were done
without a single mortality,
providing convincing evi
dence of the safety of me
chanical heart-lung devices.
Because of the epi
demic proportions of heart
disease in this country, physi
cians have had ample oppor
tunity over the last 25 years
to refine their open heart sur
gical techniques. This year
alone they will perform nearly
one million cardiovascular op
erations and procedures in
cluding coronary artery
bypass grafts, heart valve re
pairs, pacemaker insertions
and even a few human heart
transplants.
For many patients
terminally ill with heart dis
ease, the first successful heart
transplant by Dr. Christian
Barnard in 1967 literally of
fered a new lease on life. Yet
few of the people who might
benefit from this surgery get
a chance at a new heart.
Transplant opera
tions require healthy, com
patible hearts which need to
be delivered promptly to the
surgery site. Logistics and vol
ume — doctors estimate as
many as 65,000 patients per
year in the U.S. could benefit
from a transplant if adequate
donors could be found —
work against this treatment
being the answer for the ma
jority of people whose hearts
are dying. It is estimated that
only 250 heart transplants
will be performed this year
This ,i the prototype of all
heart-lung machines now in
use throughout the world. De
vised by Dr. William Sewell in
1949 when he was a third year
medical student at Yale, this
crude pump was powered by a
motor taken from an Erector
Set.
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The answer seems
plainly to lie in the develop
ment of an artificial heart that
can be mass-produced to
meet the need not being met
through transplants.
"The simplicity of the
mechanical heart versus the
logistics of finding suitable
transplantable hearts is my
reason for strongly support
ing the research on the devel
opment of a mechanical
heart," Dr. Glenn said.
Through the work done at
the University of Utah, it has
been shown that several of
major technical aspects of
this revolutionary surgery
may be solved.
One of the primary
drawbacks is the cumber
some power source that must
be tethered to anyone receiv-
ng this heart. "I think Dr.
Clark's experience had to be
looked upon as more experi
mental than therapeutic," Dr
Sewell cautioned. "Until an
implantable power source is
developed, this type of sur
gery can't be applied as a
general therapy for patients."
Research has been
conducted at many places to
try and develop an implant
able power source. At Yale,
this research has focused on
using radio waves to drive the
mechanical heart. Other
problems being studied are
fatigue of the bladder that
pumps the heart, clotting on
the lining of the bladder, and
valve malfunction.
"When these prob
lems are resolved," Glenn
said, "the surgeon can reach
up on the shelf and pull off a
mechanical heart of a size ap
propriate for the size of his
patient, and proceed to im
plant it with confidence it will
work indefinitely."
Dr. Glenn is support
ive of the manner in which
the team in Utah approached
their historic surgery. "They
took time in preparing for this
operation. Simply getting
permission from the govern
ment to do it was very time-
consuming.
"They were terribly
unlucky in some of the com
plications that arose, and ter
ribly lucky to be able to
correct others, particularly
that they could repair the
valve that malfunctioned in
Dr. Clark's mechanical heart.
If a problem like that had
happened after transplanting
a biological heart, the only al
ternative would have been to
find a whole new heart."
According to Glenn,
there will be beneficial spin
offs coming from the work
on the mechanical heart.
"When a total implant is de
veloped, it will spark the de
velopment of partial implants
to repair localized damage. It
won't be happening on an
every day basis next week,
but it will come pretty fast."
An inventory of plas
tic hearts stored on a shelf
ready for implantation has a
space-age sound to it. Thirty-
four years ago a significant
step was taken on this road
when a medical student and
a surgeon at Yale-New Haven
Hospital proved conclusively
that the function of a living
heart could be shifted tempo
rarily to an artificial device
without the procedure being
fatal to the patient.
This was just one
step in the development of
open-heart surgery as a prac
tical medical alternative.
While the journey seems to
have been a long one, if we
stop to consider that most
heart disease has been be
yond the reach of the sur
geon since the dawn of
mankind, we have travelled
far and fast in these 34 years.
A modern counterpart to Dr.
William Sewell's heart-lung
pump is this membrane oxy-
genator-type machine being
used in open heart surgery.
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TheEyes ofMedicine
by Gene Cooney
It is with good reason
that medical diagnosticians
are often compared with de
tectives. The methods for
identifying a criminal or a dis
ease are strikingly similar.
Consider Sherlock
Holmes who, appropriately,
had as his companion and foil
a Victorian physician, Dr.
John Watson. When Holmes
lectured Watson on the "ele
mentary" reasoning behind
his criminal investigation, he
was describing, in fact, a
method Watson knew and
honored, a method Watson
scrupulously followed in his
own profession. "It is an old
maxim of mine," Holmes
would intone, "that when
you have excluded the impos
sible, whatever remains,
however improbable, must
be the truth." It is no accident
this wisdom from Baker
Street is cited in Familiar
Medical Quotations under
the heading, "Diagnosis."
That Watson invari
ably failed to perceive what
Holmes could so easily de
duce is ironic but unsurpris
ing. Logic, then and now,
yields its secrets reluctantly,
diagnosis remains a difficult
and chancy art.
Narrowing the odds
and reducing the risks in di
agnosis has been the aim of
physicians since the time of
Hippocrates. When Wilhelm
Roentgen discovered that "X-
rays" could produce shadowy
images of the inside of the
human body, a diagnositc
milestone was reached and a
new medical field — Radiol
ogy — was born. According
to Dr. Richard Greenspan,
Chief of Diagnostic Imaging
at Yale-New Haven Hospital,
the invention of the com
puter micro-chip has brought
about another revolution in
medical diagnosis. And the
fantastic potential of these
new technologies may one
day allow medical scientists
to trace the pathology of a
disease to its chemical
origins.
"I think it is quite pos
sible," Dr. Greenspan said,
"that we will be able to ex
amine a breast, for example,
and detect the presence of a
tissue structure that is the
forerunner of disease. We will
be able to say, 'This breast is
at high risk (of developing
cancer)."
Diagnostic Imaging is
the name Dr. Greenspan
chose two years ago to en
compass these new technolo
gies. Although X-ray imaging
still accounts for most of the
department's workload,
many of the newer modalities
such as Ultrasound and Nu
clear Magnetic Resonance
(NMR) do not depend on ra
dioactivity to produce their
images. The term, "Radiol
ogy," had become
naccurate.
But even the term Di
agnostic Imaging may be fac
ing a quick obsolescence as
the field continues changing,
Dr. Greenspan said. Once
considered a strictly "pas
sive" discipline, Diagnostic
Imaging is becoming "inter
ventional" or "therapeutic"
by providing some safer, less
expensive and less painful al
ternatives to surgery.
Diagnostic Imaging,
Dr. Greenspan believes, "is
the most rapidly advancing
field in medicine at this
time."
Rapid change, how
ever beneficial, inevitably
spawns new problems and
challenges. The different mo
dalities must be applied selec
tively since one technology
may be better than another in
identifying a disease or disor
der. And with a modality like
Computerized Axial Tomo
graphy (CT) scanning which
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gained eminence only in the
past decade, applications are
still being discovered. Accord
ing to Dr. Greenspan, "I think
it is impossible to say, for a
given clinical condition, ex
actly how to work a patient
up. It is just not established."
Integrating the infor
mation derived from the vari
ous modalities is essential for
proper medical care, Dr.
Greenspan said, and the re
cent construction of the new
facility at Yale-New Haven af
forded the department a rare
opportunity to foster collegial
cooperation.
The Diagnostic Imag
ing Department occupies the
entire second floor of the
new facility with satellite op
erations on the clinic floors,
the Trauma Facility and in the
ntensive Care Units. A staff
of about 250 technicians,
doctors, students, professors,
management and support
personnel keep the depart
ment operating seven days a
week, 24 hours a day. The
department performs about
200,000 examinations a year.
In designing the new
facility operation, careful at
tention was given to integrat
ing the various modalities by
building the department
around an "imaging core"
which clusters X-ray, Ultra
sound, CT scanning and Nu
clear Medicine in a close
proximity. According to Dr.
Henry Swett, Clinical Director
of Diagnostic Imaging,
"Working out of such a core
area allows us to solve a
problem then and there. If
additional tests are needed,
we can do them at that time
The layout of the department
encourages integration."
Tes chi ng an important func-
t on oi the diagnostic Imaging
Department and physicians
like Dr. Ronald Ablow, below,
instructing a resident, spend
time each day passing on their
knowledge to the doctors of
the future.
That encouragement
is reinforced by the "ball
room" concept. Strictly
speaking, the ballroom is not
one room but two, situated
immediately adjacent to the
imaging core. It is the viewing
area where all the studies
done on an individual patient
are kept on display. This cen-
talization has a number of
advantages. It avoids unnec
essary duplication of tests
and allows the patient's doc
tor to see all the studies at a
single time and in a single set
ting. Perhaps most impor
tantly, however, the ballroom
generates discussions and
ideas among the experts in
the different modalities. Sit
ting side-by-side in a viewing
area, the doctors can bring
their varying expertise to a
common goal.
Unfortunately, this
kind of expertise does not
come cheaply. "These new
technologies have caused tre
mendous financial problems
for hospitals across the coun
try," Dr. Greenspan said.
CT scanners or NMR units
cost over $1 million each and
there are legitimate ques
tions, posed most often by
state and national regulatory
agencies, about how these
new technologies should be
deployed.
Dr Greenspan con
cedes that many general hos
pitals may be getting some
technologies "prematurely"
but adds that Yale-New Ha
ven's role as a major medica
center and teaching hospita
demands that "we evaluate
and develop this new equip
ment. We must continue to
be the pioneers."
Ultimately, he said, so
ciety at large must decide
what it is willing to pay for
health care. And in Diagnos
tic Imaging, the criteria that
should be used in that deci
sion-making is, "Can it make
diagnoses that previously
could not be made7 Will it re
duce patient discomfort? Will
it reduce hospital stays?"
What follows is a dis
cussion of some of these new
technologies which have suc
cessfully met that test.
NuclearMagnetic Reso
nance
The featured attrac
tion — the headline grabber
— at last November's annua
meeting of the Radiological
Society of North America was
a new technology that uses
no radiation and is expected
to prove far more valuable in
examining chemical function
than structural imaging, the
traditional concern of radiolo
gists. The technology is called
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
(NMR) and it is an indication
of the diversity and promise
in the field of Diagnostic
Imaging.
Only a handful of
NMR machines are in use in
this country and Yale-New
Haven will join this select club
in late spring or early sum
mer when the installation of
its General Electric NMR
equipment is completed. A
group of Ya!e-New Haven
doctors, physicists and biolo
gists will be working to de
velop the technology to its
full potential.
And that potential, by
all accounts, is tremendous.
The core of the NMR machine
is a cylindrical electromagnet
large enough to encompass a
patient's entire body. Instead
of radiation, it sends appar
ently harmless magnetic
forces through the body. This
magnetic field has a dramatic
effect on the nuclei of hydro
gen atoms which align them
selves in parallel rows. A short
electromagnetic pulse passes
through the body pushing
the nuclei on their sides.
When the pulse is turned off,
the nuclei resume their origi
nal position and emit a signal
receivers on the machine can
pick up and feed to a com
puter. Because each tissue in
the body has a different sig
nal density and duration, the
computer is able to translate
the data into clear and vivid
images.
Dr. Anne Curtis examines pa
tient "workups" and files
daily patient reports via a
dictaphone.
According to Dr.
Greenspan, "No one has re
ally succeeded yet at imaging
atoms other than hydrogen
but it's probable others will
be imaged. The future use (of
NMR) will be in looking at
these other elements."
Dr. Swett also believes
that NMR will prove most im
portant in examining organic
chemistry. "We have pretty
good tools now for structural
imaging. With NMR, we will
be able to examine an organ
that looks perfectly norma
but is functioning abnor
mally." It will allow doctors to
go beyond the traditional
perception of disease as cellu
lar or structural damage to
the chemical foundations of
that damage.
NMR technology is still
experimental; the Federal
Drug Administration is not
expected to approve it for
clinical use until next year.
But the extensive clinical trials
on NMR have already proved
its safety and effectiveness.
Unlike CT scanning or other
forms of X-ray examination, it
can see inside bones and im
age various chemical proc
esses within internal organs
It can monitor the effects cer
tain treatments are having on
their targeted organs. And
because it does not depend
on radioactivity it can make
repeated scans on patients
with no danger.
DigitalSubtraction An
giography
"There's really very lit
tle that's new in Diagnostic
Imaging," according to Dr.
Greenspan. "The principles
behind the new modalities
have been known for some
time. But it's only been since
the development of the mi
cro-chip that we have the
ability to do these rapidly and
precisely."
This new ability is ap
parent in the work Dr. Green
span and other Yale-New
Haven doctors are doing in
the field of Digital Subtrac
tion Angiography. The proc
ess involves injecting a
radio-opaque contrast mate
rial into a patient, tracking it
to the approximate source of
a patient's problem, and then
imaging it through a conven
tional X-ray. A computer will
translate the image into num
bers and then "subtract"
from the image those num
bers or "digits" that do not
correspond to the organ un
der examination.
"The technique," Dr.
Greenspan said, "enables you
to look at blood vessels and
organs and subtract out the
surrounding structures."
The advantages to the
technique are that doctors
can see the targeted vessels
with far greater clarity and
that the patient's exposure to
radioactivity can be substan
tially reduced. Most impor
tant, however, aside from the
pin-prick of the injection, the
procedure is non-invasive.
Dr. Greenspan has
been performing a similar
kind of angiography since the
1950's. But at that time, the
process involved photograph
ically subtracting the image
through a tedious and time-
consuming manipulation of
the X-ray film. Subtracting
"on-line" is very rapid, Dr.
Greenspan said, and guaran
tees a more precise image.
Eventually, most doc
tors believe, digital imaging
will replace the expensive sil
ver-based film altogether.
The data can be stored
cheaply and efficiently in the
computer and the informa
tion transmitted instantly to
any part of the world. Already
Yale-New Haven taps into a
California medical computer
system for image-processing
in certain CT scanning
studies.
The goal is better
health care through shared
information and expertise.
"It will allow doctors
to go beyond the tra
ditional perception
of disease as cellular
or structural damage
to the chemical foun
dations of that
damage.
"
Cardiac NuclearMedi
cine
Cardiac Nuclear Medi
cine is one of the fastest
growing areas in Diagnostic
Imaging and according to Dr.
Harvey Berger, Director of
Cardiac Imaging at Yale-New
Haven, this growth is directly
attributable to the recent
"flourishing" of computer
technology.
"Without com
puters," he stated flatly, "this
field would be non-existent."
But with the new
technology, the secrets of the
heart are being revealed as
never before allowing the fo
cus of doctors "to shift away
from mere diagnosis to ther
apy and patient manage
ment," Dr. Berger said.
Working closely with Dr.
Barry Zaret, Chief of Cardiol
ogy, the department is con
tributing significantly to the
fight against the nation's
number one health threat—
heart disease.
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Although Cardiac Nu
clear Medicine is practiced in
many forms, it typically in
volves tracking a radioactive
tracer through the circulatory
system and heart. Extremely
sensitive gamma scintillation
cameras measure the distri
bution of radioactivity in the
heart and a computer proc
esses the information into a
dynamic or static image of
the organ or vessel. In tomo
graphic imaging, the cam
era's 360-degree swing
around a patient's body gives
doctors, through the com
puter reconstruction, a num
ber of different cross-
sectional views of cardiac per
formance, blood flow and
muscle mass.
"In the past five to
seven years, we have ex
panded tremendously our
ability to diagnose heart dis
ease," Dr. Berger said. And
although the technology has
proliferated across the coun
try, interpretive expertise is
lagging in many areas, he
said. Yale-New Haven has
taken a leadership role in the
field because it has developed
many of the applications for
the technology. The Hospital
has "one of the leading car
diac imaging laboratories in
the country," according to
Dr. Berger, and sees more
than 3,000 patients annually,
many coming from New York
and far-flung parts of New
England.
CTScanning
The celebrity that sur
rounded the development of
CT scanning over the past
decade has subsided now,
displaced, in part, by the ad
vent of new competing mo
dalities such as NMR. Yet the
contribution of CT scanning
to medical diagnosis con
tinues to grow, fueled by re
finements in clinical appli
cations and by improvements
in the hardware and software
packages. "CT is fairly ma
ture," Dr. Swett said. "But
we are continuing to extend
its abilities."
By now the principles
of CT scanning are familiar.
Through a rotating gantry as
sembly, narrow, precisely fo
cused X-rays are passed
through a patient's body in
an arc. Thousands of separate
readings are made by the
scanner's detectors in the few
seconds the patient is ex
posed to the rays. These read
ings are translated into
numbers by the computer
which then assembles them
as a picture on a television
monitor. Instead of the two-
dimensional image in a con
ventional X-ray, a CT image
offers an anatomical cross-
section for the doctor to ex
amine. The shading of the
image represents density of
the organ and can range
from fluid to bone. Tumors,
blood clots, many types of
brain damage as well as spi
nal cord and kidney disorders
can be identified and located
with pinpoint accuracy
instantaneously.
Like any high technol
ogy these days, CT scanning
is improving with an almost
alarming alacrity. The CT
9800 system Yale-New Haven
recently acquired from Gen
eral Electric will allow the
Hospital to remain on the cut
ting edge of this change.
The system, which will
be operational this spring, fea
tures a number of advantages
over earlier models. Image
resolution has been greatly
improved, particularly in
those areas where the juxta
position of bone and air-filled
sacs could cause streaks in
the picture. The system also
provides for faster scanning
times, allowing a complete
360-degree scan of a patient
in just two seconds. This
faster scanning time mini
mizes the distortions caused
by the patient's interna
movements — breathing,
heart function, etc. — and
can dramatically reduce the
patient's exposure to the X-
rays.
Radiology Information
System
One of the newest de
velopments in Diagnostic
Imaging is non-diagnostic but
it promises a marked im
provement in patient care. It
is called the Radiology Infor
mation System and through a
network of 40 computer ter
minals will completely auto
mate data handling within
the department.
The system, which will
be one of the first in the na
tion when it becomes fully
operational this summer,
came about through the ef
forts of a consortium of 1 2
medical centers from across
the country. The idea was to
devise a computer system
that could handle the many
different clerical and man
agement functions that are
essential to the operation of a
Radiology Department. When
you consider that Yale-New
Haven's Diagnostic Imaging
department performs
200,000 examinations yearly,
the scope of the job becomes
apparent.
Dr. Harvey Berger was
Yale-New Haven's represent
ative to the consortium and
he helped devise the specifi
cations for the system and
choose the vendor to develop
it. The Hospital was chosen as
a developmental test site for
the system and will help re
fine the hardware and soft
ware programs.
The computer will per
form five major functions, Dr.
Berger said. It will schedule
patients for examination,
track them through the de
partment, manage file room
storage, process re;.- 'S,
anu
automate both recitation
and billing. The expected im
provements in efficiency
should allow the computer to
pay for itself in three years or
less.
According to Dr.
Henry Swett, one of the im
mediate dividends the system
will pay is in improving the
department's response time
to referring physicians. "We
are putting a lot of effort into
this," he said. "Doctors will
be able to get test results
much more quickly and it will
make our patient interaction
far more efficient." With a
central filing system for diag
nostic reports, doctors can
look forward to push-button
access to patients' files.
Dr. Berger believes the
system can be upgraded in
the future to incorporate digi
tal storage and display of all
diagnostic records, obviating
the need for expensive, silver-
based film records. "Within
five years we will have the ca
pability to do this," he said,
"and we will be able to build
it on to this basic system."
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Surgery Then andNow
By Mark Bittman
In 1953, when the op
erating rooms in the newly
built Yale-New Haven Hospi
tal Memorial Unit were first
opened, you were likely to
see nurses spending their
time winding silk threads
around metal forms in addi
tion to their patient-care du
ties. There were only cat gut
pre-packaged sutures.
Sponges were washed and
bleached for re-use. Vaseline
gauze had to be prepared
and sterilized. Knife blades
and needles were resharp-
ened and sterilized for re-use.
Few items in the OR were
disposable.
Anesthesia was ad
ministered using ether, ni
trous oxide, or cyclopropane.
Life support systems were
primitive. The operations
themselves were of a wholly
different character than they
are now: there were "rou
tine" hernia repairs, thyroid
ectomies and gastrectomies,
while now microsurgery and
coronary bypass operations
are fairly common.
Many things that are
now commonplace were not
even conceived of 30 years
ago. "No one would even
dream of re-attaching an arm
or a leg," recalls Luba Dowl
ing, Clinical Director of the
Yale-New Haven Operating
Room then and now. "We'd
simply close the stump. We
were seeing only the very be
ginnings of open heart sur
gery, and brain surgery was
relatively primitive as well."
Operating Rooms have chanqeddr ticelly the past 30 (rears,
reflecting th explosive a Ivances in red cal ectmalogy ^boi/e is
a state ol he rt ope c ting oom ci ca 960 when the Dana Oper
ating Pav ion w< s dedica ed From lef are Dr. Vernon W. Lip-
Jc rd, for it dea i or tl evale School of Medicine Pe rev Chubb.
najordono to the Dana Operating Pavil on, nd Q l/V li n \N.
Glenn former Chi efo cic5urgeyai r; Ie Ne Haven
and the Charles W Ohse Poessoi ofS rgery ai Y; e Medical
School Belov iidnojerat lgroomir eHospita s new facility
Most people are
aware of the more dramatic
changes that have taken
place in the field of medicine
in the past generation : the
heart transplant, certainly,
and the laser and CT scanner
have received their share of
publicity. But surgeons have
their own views of what the
big changes have been in
their fields since the opening
of the MU operating room in
1953.
"The biggest differ
ence," notes Dr. Richard
Selzer, a general surgeon
who is also a well-known
writer, "is in the kind of oper
ations we are doing. Medical
people have become so ex
pert at diagnosis and treat
ment that surgery simply isn't
needed in the same way that
it was in the 50's and 60's.
General surgery has been
overshadowed by cardiovas
cular surgery, neurosurgery,
orthopedics and so on. Yale-
New Haven does more bypass
operations now than it does
gastrectomies, which were
once done daily."
Most surgeons who
have been around for some
time speak nostalgically
about peptic ulcers and gas
trectomies almost as if they
were old friends who have
moved away or died. The oc
curence of peptic ulcers has
become something of a rar
ity; no one knows exactly
why. But as Dr. Sherwin Nu-
land, a general surgeon who
is considered an authority on
the history of medicine, says,
"treating the pre-ulcer condi
tion with tagamet has cer
tainly helped, but this seems
to be one of those diseases
with a life of its own, and it's
just in a dormant phase of its
existence."
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The treatment of dif
ferent diseases, conditions,
and patients is something
most surgeons see as a big
change over the course of the
past generation. "We've seen
an explosive development in
our ability to treat diseases
which, before, we couldn't
even touch," remarks Dr. Ar
thur Baue, Chief of Surgery at
Yale-New Haven. "The heart-
lung machine and other life-
support systems make it
possible for surgeons to per
form operations which were
previously unthinkable. And
we deal with complications
so much better now. For ex
ample, we used to worry
about organ failure, and now
multiple organ failure is a ma
jor concern — single organ
failures are less of a
problem."
"We operate pretty
frequently on ninety-year olds
now," says Dr. Selzer, "some
thing unheard of until fairly
recently." And thanks to TPN,
total parenteral nutrition, an
invention of the past decade
or so, patients who are oper
ated on tend to be much
healthier than they once
were. "We used to have peo
ple in the hospital who were
malnourished," recalls Dr. Ni
cholas Passarelli, "people
who were getting 600 calo
ries a day. TPN makes it possi
ble for us to keep many more
patients in good shape, nutri
tionally speaking, while they
are in here."
Materials, from the
simple to the complex, have
changed greatly in the past
30 years. Although some sur
geons talk about the little
things, like sten-strips, which
make closing small incisions
as easy as putting on a band-
aid, and others talk about
synthetic arteries, it's clear
that the changes are signifi
cant on both ends. Most sur
geons over 45 remember
mixing their own solutions
and washing their gloves dur
ing their residencies, and
most remember the first
drain, which used a makeshift
gauze wick. Now solutions
come pre-mixed, gloves are
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disposable, and the ready-
made Penrose drain is widely
available.
Antibiotics were still
relatively new and untested in
the 50's, although penicillin,
streptomycin, and a couple
of broad spectrum antibiotics
were in widespread use. The
prophylactic use of antibiotics
led, in 1 958, to a national ep
idemic of surgery-related
staph infections; some ORs
around the country actually
closed. Today antibiotics are
still used prophylactically on
surgery floors, but they are
used much more precisely
and with greater
consideration.
Technique, especially
in general surgery, has
changed very little, although
staples are sometimes used
instead of stitches and mate
rials are generally superior.
Sterilization techniques have
improved, OR ventilation and
ighting is much better, and
there are many prepackaged
and disposable materials. But
when one looks at the spe
cialty areas of surgery, such
as orthopaedics, neurosur
gery and cardiovascular sur
gery, the big differences
begin to appear.
In neurosurgery, for
example, a number of factors
have combined to cut the
mortality rate from a figure
approaching 20 percent to
just under one percent.
"Twenty-five years ago," re
calls Dr. William Collins, Jr.,
Chief of Neurosurgery at
Yale-New Haven, "we were
unable to control intracranial
pressures during operations.
Whenever we opened up a
patient's skull, the brain
swelled, usually forcing us to
sacrifice a part of it to get
where we were going. Al
most all procedures were at
least partly exploratory.
Dr. Bernard Seigel, right, per
forms an ileostomy with the
assistance of Dr. Thomas
:leeman while a medical stu
dent, center, observes.
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"Now," continues Dr
Collins, "with our greatly im
proved ability to diagnose le
sions in the brain — the CT
scanner has virtually com
pleted this process — and
with our ability to control in
tracranial pressures, com
bined with the more
sophisticated anesthesia
techniques we're using, oper
ations on the brain are ex
tremely safe."
Advances in diagnos
tic imaging have changed
many areas of surgery for the
better. "There's no question
that the new diagnostic
imaging equipment and tech
niques have made surgery
safer and, on the whole, less
traumatic," declares Dr. John
Fenn, a vascular surgeon who
is the new Chief of Staff at
Yale-New Haven. "New, so
phisticated techniques in di
agnosis have virtually
eliminated the laparotomy"
(an exploratory operation
used in the abdominal cavity)
Dr. Fenn adds that the overall
slight but significant decrease
in the number of patients ad
mitted to the hospital for sur
gery is in part due to the new
diagnostic techniques —
which include the work now
being done in the clinical lab
oratories — and in part to the
remarkable increase in the
nationwide use of ambula
tory surgery.
Almost everyone in
volved in health care is ex
cited about the current and
future use of ambulatory sur
gery. "It's almost like the
switch from large automo
biles to the smaller ones that
most of us now drive," says
Yale-New Haven Associate
Administrator Richard Bur-
ford. "Inpatient operations
satisfied the traditional sys
tems of hospitals, which were
geared toward high-technol
ogy operations. But relatively
simple, uncomplicated proce
dures on healthy patients do
not require patients to be ad
mitted to the hospital for a
long-term stay."
eia 10 a id a care-
i r> ab >r e tr ?
j good surgical
Although this fact was
overlooked for some time in a
system that was designed for
the sickest of patients, ambu
latory — or short-stay, one-
day, outpatient, or in-and-
out, as it is variously called
— surgery has been eagerly
accepted by many patients
It is cheaper, less traumatic
and more convenient.
The concept of ambu
latory surgery was developed
in Phoenix in 1970, when
some surgeons set out to de
fine as a group those patients
who couldn't be seen or
treated in a physician's office
but did not necessarily need
to be admitted to a hospital
as inpatients. These would be
patients whose surgical care
could be delivered safely in an
outpatient environment.
The movement quickly
spread eastward, and in five
years it went from a novelty
to a widely accepted form of
treatment, especially for sur
gery to parts of the body
such as eyes, ears, and limbs.
New types of anes
thetics have contributed
greatly to the feasibility of
one-day surgery. Although
ether made possible the be
ginnings of modern surgery
in 1 846, it limited surgery by
its very nature. Ether was too
depressive for older patients,
it couldn't be used in the
same room as cautery de
vices, since it is explosive, and
it made every operation a se
rious one.
With the widespread
use of nitrous oxide, halo-
thane, enfluorane, and pen-
tothol, anesthesia became a
more refined and controllable
process. It is now so precise
that a patient can be put to
sleep quickly, operated on,
and awakened ten minutes
after surgery is completed
That same patient may be
home two hours later.
Of course ambulatory
surgery is not for every proce
dure or every patient. It isn't
suited for surgery which in
volves major intervention into
the skull, thorax, or abdo
men, nor is it for patients
who may have post-operative
pain which will not be re
lieved by oral analgesics. Pa
tients whose operations are
likely to be followed by post
operative bleeding, those
who live alone — since home
care is an integral part of
most ambulatory surgery pro
cedures— or those who have
emotional objections to the
procedure are also not suit
able candidates.
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In open heart surgery, team
work is essential. Dr. Gary
Kopf , left, performs the opera
tion with the assistance of Dr.
Summer Ghuman
But the balance of pa
tients undergoing surgery —
and this may include as many
as 25 to 30 percent of those
who formerly were admitted
to hospitals as inpatients —
benefit greatly from surgery
performed on an outpatient
basis.
Consider the psycho
logical benefits to the patient
and his or her family: daily
routines are disrupted only
minimally and patients can
stay in close contact with
members of their families for
the entire time before and af
ter the actual procedure.
Since a third of the pa
tients seen in outpatient sur
gery suites are children, this
last factor is an important
one.
"It's wonderful for
me," reports Dr. Herbert Du-
bow, an anesthesiologist who
is Director of Yale-New Ha
ven's Dana One-Day Surgery
"I used to see patients the
night before an operation
and introduce myself. By the
time I saw them the next day
they were already drugged,
then they would be uncon
scious, after the operation
they would be dopey, and the
next day they would be in
pain.
"Now I talk to and
treat conscious, coherent pa
tients almost all the time.
They wake up and thank me;
in 30 years as an anesthesiol
ogist, this is the most gratify
ing experience I've had.
Everybody benefits from am
bulatory surgery."
The combination of
the technology — which has
made complicated operations
much less risky than they
have been previously — and
the "simpler is better" philos
ophy behind ambulatory sur
gery points the way to the
future of surgery. That future
will combine even more so
phisticated equipment and
methods for both inpatients
and outpatients, resulting in
more successful operations,
healthier patients, and
shorter and fewer hospital
stays.
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MEDICAL CENTER HAPPENINGS
Human Bone Transplants Artificial Intelligence in
Medicine
New Ideas For Cesarean
Mothers
Implantable Pump Aids
in Chemotherapy
Treatment of liver cancer usu
ally requires the delivery of a
controlled quantity of medi
cation to the diseased organ.
Until recently the only practi
cal method of delivering the
medication to the liver was by
feeding the chemicals
through a catheter. This
treatment causes considera
ble discomfort and confines a
patient to a hospital bed for 5
or 6 days a month. Now sur
geons at Yale-New Haven
Hospital are successfully ap
plying a new procedure in
volving the implantation of a
pump in the patient's abdo
men which automatically re
leases the correct quantity of
chemicals to the liver. The
pump — about the size of a
hockey puck — permits pa
tients to carry out normal
day-to-day activities with far
less discomfort. The work be
ing done with the abdomina
pump is encouraging re
searchers that the procedure
can be adapted for treatment
of a number of other cancers.
A Cavity-Free Childhood
An occlusal sealant sounds
like something you would
want your child to stay away
from; in fact, it may be con
sidered a kid's best friend by
drastically reducing the num
ber of hours spent in a den
tist's chair drilling and filling
cavities. Occlusal sealants are
plastic coatings applied to the
chewing surfaces of perma
nent teeth and they have
been "phenomenally success
ful" in fighting tooth decay,
according to Donald Kohn,
D.D.S., Acting Chief of Pedi
atric Dentistry at Yale-New
Haven Hospital. The applica
tion involves no drilling or lo
cal anesthetic and will last up
to five years. Preliminary stud
ies show the sealant has "vir
tually eliminated" cavities on
the chewing surfaces of chil
dren's molars.
Transplant surgery involving
kidneys, corneas and hearts
has been a major focus of
medical attention over the
last twenty years. A little
publicized but extremely suc
cessful procedure is the hu
man bone transplant
currently carried out at only a
few medical centers in the
country. The first successful
bone transplant was recorded
in 1879 but until the 1950's
little systemized work was
done in this field. According
to Dr. Gary Friedlaender, an
orthopaedic surgeon at Yale-
New Haven Hospital, the suc
cess rate today for bone
transplants is approximately
75 percent. The operation is
used to repair the body's long
bones and is applied to pa
tients with localized bone
cancer and to victims of auto
and motorcycle accidents
with compound fractures and
bone loss. The bones of do
nors are stored in a special
bone bank at Yale-New Ha
ven Hospital, enabling doc
tors to respond quickly in
emergencies.
Computers are now an indis
pensable tool in medical prac
tice as information storage
and retrieval systems. Dr.
Perry Miller, an anesthesiolo
gist at Yale-New Haven Hos
pital, has been working to
expand the role of computers
by introducing the techniques
of artificial intelligence to
their software programs. AT
TENDING, the program Miller
has devised for anesthesiolo
gists, looks at the course of
anesthesia proposed by a
doctor and critiques the plan,
offering suggestions as to po
tential dangers, alternative
drugs and possible side ef
fects. Unlike other computer
programs, ATTENDING de
mands that the doctor devise
the first anesthesia plan and
then encourages a dialogue
on the plan. ATTENDING is
currently being used to tutor
residents but Miller believes it
can soon be put into clinical
practice. He is currently work
ing on a new program to help
doctors in treating
hypertension.
Hay FeverNeedNot
BeHereditary
Hay fever season is starting
again and for millions of
Americans the next few
months promise a torturous
battle with running noses and
itchy, watering eyes. But ac
cording to a recent study by
Yale-New Haven doctors, the
allergy is not necessarily one
that need be passed on to
your children. Pregnant
women can cut their chil
dren's chances of developing
hay fever in half by following
a strict diet during and after
pregnancy, the study shows.
By avoiding cow's milk, eggs
and citrus fruits during the
crucial perinatal months,
mothers can substantially re
duce the risk of an inherited
atopy.
Cesarean Section is no one's
preferred method of deliver
ing a baby, and maybe that's
why the subject is treated so
superficially in most tradi
tional childbirth classes. Yet
the statistics tell us one of
four pregnancies in this coun
try will end in a Cesarean. The
preparation for Childbirth
Program (Nursing Depart
ment) at Yale-New Haven
Hospital decided recently to
address this informational
vacuum by designing a series
of classes especially for those
couples who know ahead of
time their child will be deliv
ered by Cesarean. The classes
allow the couples to share ex
periences, pool resources,
and hear from the Hospital's
nursing staff what they can
expect during and after the
procedure. The program has
become so successful that an
abbreviated 30-minute slide
show class is offered by the
Nursing Education Depart
ment at the Hospital to coup
les who discover at the last
moment their delivery will be
by Cesarean.
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Fewyears in Yale-NewHaven Hospital's long and illustri
ous history have been as momentous as 1982. It was ayear in
which theHospital both correctedpast deficiencies andprepared
to meet the challenge ofitsfuture.
The dedication oftheHospital's newpatient carefacility on
June 13 marked the culmination ofmore than 20 years of
planning and work by scores ofdedicated individuals. The new
building represents the kind ofvisionary initiatives necessary to
secure the technological and economicfuture of Tale-New
Haven as it approaches the 21st Century.
For those ofus who were intimately involved in the $6 mil
lionfund raising drive that made theprojectpossible, our new
facility willforever recall the support and devotion extended the
Hospital by a broad cross-section ofthe GreaterNewHaven
community.Areaprofessionals, community leaders and con
cerned citizens all contributed their time, money andgood will
to thisproject. It was a welcome community recognition ofthe
importance ofhaving one ofthe nation's top ten medical centers
in its midst.
It is an honor to chair Tale-NewHaven'sBoard ofTrustees
and to be bolstered in the task by a community so dedicated to
itsHospital. No thought could be more comforting as we turn
our attention to the difficult health care issues oftheyears to
come. With that knowledge wegreet thefuture confidently.
Finally, 1982 signified the end ofan important erafor
Tale-NewHaven. Dr. LawrenceK. Pickett, ChiefofStafffor
thepast 10years, retired. The dedication he brought to hisposi
tion and the respect he earned will continue to be remembered
by all ofusformanyyears to come. We offer him sincerest
thanks andgood wishes.
C. Newton Schenck
Chairman, Board ofTrustees
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ReportFrom ThePresident andExecutive VicePresident
C. Thomas Smith, President
Joseph A. Zaccagnino, Executive Vice President
A dilemma is emerging in the health care field which poses serious
challenges to every hospital in the country: more must be done with less.
At a time when society is placing greater demands on health care institu
tions, the financial means to deliver increasingly sophisticated services is
shrinking.
Efficiency and cost containment will be important determinants of
which hospitals will survive and flourish in this environment. In 1982,
Yale-New Haven took several important steps which will assist it in
meeting this challenge.
Most obvious among the achievements ofthe past year were the
opening ofour new patient care building and the Air Rights Parking Ga
rage. Both of these long-planned accomplishments represent a solution
to years-old deficiencies: the outdated and inefficient facilities in the
New Haven Unit and the lack ofabundant and safe parking for our pa
tients, staffand visitors.
The increased space and elimination ofduplicate services made possi
ble by our new facility have already shown benefits in terms ofcost effec
tiveness, staffmorale and improved patient care. Similarly, although just
months old, the Air Rights Garage is already heralded for its architec
tural design, accessibility and safety features unmatched in New Haven.
Prior to the building project, Yale-New Haven Hospital had two sep
arate inpatient care facilities located a quarter of a mile apart: the anti
quated New Haven Unit, whose complex often buildings averaged 47
years in age, and the newerMemorial Unit.
Now, the new seven-story building connects on every floor with the
Memorial Unit forming one, integrated hospital. The new facility also
connects with the New Haven Unit through a two-story bridge that
spans Davenport Avenue.
Responding to the rising costs of health care, the building project re
sulted in an actual reduction ofhospital beds from 929 to 863. Other op
erating efficiencies were realized with the consolidation ofoperating
room facilities, Diagnostic Radiology (once scattered throughout New
Haven and Memorial Unit buildings in eight separate locations), Central
Sterile Supply and most of the Hospital's inpatient services.
The basement of the new building houses the Departments ofRespi
ratory Therapy and Central Sterile Supply as well as mechanical and elec
trical equipment. The entire first floor is devoted to Emergency Services
and the Trauma Center, providing this service with twice the floor space
it occupied in the New Haven Unit. The second floor serves as a discrete
Diagnostic Imaging suite, consolidating two previously separate services
in the New Haven and Memorial Units, including diagnostic x-ray
equipment and nuclear medicine, ultrasound, angiography, fluoroscopy,
CAT scanning and pediatric x-ray.
The third floor serves as the site for 17 inpatient operating rooms and
a 14-bed surgical intensive care unit. The fourth floor houses major me
chanical support services for the entire facility. Single and double rooms
for adult medical patients are housed on the fifth floor, including a 21-
18
bed coronary care unit and a 15-bed medical intensive care unit. Ninety
regular adult surgical beds occupy the sixth floor, plus an 1 1-bed general
surgical intensive care unit and a 10-bed neurosurgical intensive care
unit. The seventh floor houses the pediatric services, with space for 70
infants, toddlers, school age children and adolescents and a separate 9-
bed pediatric intensive care unit.
The project also included major renovation projects in the Memorial
Unit, including the centralization of pharmacy services, expanded cafete
ria service, the renovation of the former inpatient surgery suite for four
ambulator)' surgen' rooms, and a renovated maternity service, to include
a designated high-risk obstetrical unit. Additional renovation is also be
ing done in vacated New Haven Unit space, most notably for the Clini
cal Laboratories Department.
The opening of the Air Rights Parking Garage last December repre
sents a solution to a problem that had long plagued the Hospital: the
lack of safe and adequate parking for patients, staff and visitors.
The garage was a combined project of the State ofConnecticut, the
City ofNew Haven via the New Haven Parking Authority and the Yale-
New HavenMedical Center, Inc. It was financed and constructed by the
City, with the Hospital serving as the principal guarantor of financing.
The Connecticut Department ofTransportation constructed the foot
ings and foundation for the garage along the route 34 extension and
leases the air rights over the highway.
The garage has six levels ofparking in an open "terraced" design that
provides space for 2,400 cars. In addition to security staffing and elec
tronic features, the sense ofopenness, including open stairways and
ramps, reflects the concern for safety and security.
A 250-foot covered walkway links the second level of the garage with
the main entrance of the Hospital. This important connection enables
patients and staff to be under cover at all times.
On the ground floor, fronting York Street, 20,000 square feet of
space is provided for retail or service establishments. Efforts are under
way now to secure tenants for this area.
Without question, the Air Rights Parking Garage has met an impor
tant need ofthe Medical Center in an exemplary manner.
Less obvious but just as significant are the several programs which
have been initiated to streamline and improve Hospital services. For ex
ample, the Hospital recently received approval from the State Commis
sion on Hospitals and Health Care to install a computer-based
information system to automate data handling among Hospital depart
ments. Called the Patient Care Support System, it will connect more
than 100 Hospital computer terminals to a central data bank. All of the
data generated in caring for a patient, from admitting, to ordering medi
cine and supplies, reporting of test results, discharge and billing, will be
tracked and monitored from a single source. The new system will im
prove service to our patients and expedite departmental operations for
our staff.
The system, which was designed and will be installed by the Elec
tronic Data Systems ofDallas, consists of240 terminals and 130 printers
distributed at key locations, throughout the Hospital. The system is de
signed to track patient locations, conditions and care plans, schedule op
erating rooms, clinics and diagnostic services, process supply and
treatment orders, and supervise record-keeping.
Doctors and nurses will have instantaneous access to critical patient
information. A doctor signing into the system from any location in the
Hospital can order X-rays, tests from the clinical labs or drug treatment
programs. As an example of its capacity, the system will warn the doctor
immediately if a prescribed drug conflicts with one the patient is cur
rently taking.
The patient admission, discharge and transfer components ofthe sys
tem will be operational by early 1984 and order entry and reporting
functions will start up later that year.
The new telephone system installed at the Medical Center during the
past year is another example of improvements in technology which yield
cost savings. Taking full advantage of the best available communications
technology, the new telephones incorporate the most advanced user-
conveniences with a computerized management system that will save the
Yale-New Haven Medical Center more than $12 million during the next
ten years.
Designed and installed by Northern Telecom, Ltd., the new tele
phone system links all elements of the Medical Center complex to a com
mon 785- number. Although the transition from the old system was not
without problems, careful coordination kept the process running
smoothly and on schedule. Aggressive public education efforts combined
with extensive staff training assured an orderly conversion.
More fundamental to a successful year than new facilities or technol
ogy is the staffwho make it all work. The character and quality of an or
ganization is no better than the character and quality of its people. The
recognition which has been given to Yale-New Haven as one of the na
tion's best hospitals is recognition of the superior staffof physicians,
nurses, technologists, therapists and many others who combine skill with
compassion in ministering to those who seek care from us.
There are always new challenges facing us. Cost pressures and new fi
nancing methods will require that we continue to change and adapt. We
can all feel confident in our capacity to respond, given the caliber ofour
staff, the excellence ofour resources and the strength ofour community
support.
<^7^v^/dlo^-
C. Thomas Smith
President
^ Joseph A. Zaccagnino
Executive Vice President
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Yale-NewHavenHospital Statement ofRevenues andExpenses ofUnrestrictedFund
($000>s Omitted)
Year Ended September 30 1982 1981
Revenue From Services to Patients
Room, Board and Nursing $ 63,772
Special Services-Inpatients 72,072
Clinic Patients 5,577
Emergencv Room Patients 5,907
Referred Outpatients 12,223
$52,519
59,019
5,377
5,182
10,438
Total $159,551 $132,535
Deductions From Gross Revenues
Contractual and Other Allowances
Provision for Uncollectible Accounts
$ 17,644
6,757
$ 12,667
4,655
Total $ 24,401 $ 17,322
Net Revenue from Services to Patients
Other Operating Revenue
$135,150
249
$115,213
321
Total Revenue $135,399 $115,534
Operating Expenses
Salaries
Supplies and Other Expenses
Depreciation
Interest
$ 69,376
70,778
4,546
2,151
61,779
60,141
3,349
358
Total $146,851
Less: Recovery ofExpenses from Grants,
Tuition, Sale ofServices, Etc
Net Operating Expenses
(10,005) (8,778)
$136,846
Operating Gain/(Loss) (1,447)
Non-Operating Revenue
Interest Income from Escrow Funds
All Other Investment Income
381
2,300
242
2,136
Total
Excess ofRevenues Over Expenses
$ 2,681
$ 1,234
$125,627
$116,849
(1,315)
$ 2,378
$ 1,063
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General Information Summary
Number ofPatients
Patient Days ofCare Provided
Average Length ofPatient's Stay (Days)
Average Daily Patient Census
Births
Outpatient ClinicVisits
Primary Care Center
Dermatology
Women's Center
Dana Psychiatry
Dental
Ophthalmology
Medicine
Pediatric
Surgery
Orthopaedic
Otolaryngology
Urology
1982
35,517
271,640
7.6
744
5,356
1981
35,855
276,053
7.7
756
5,181
Clinic Visits
Emergency Service Visits
182,290
78,845
189,629
85,209
Total OutpatientVisits 261,135 274,838
Volunteer Hours Donated 72,185 78,323
Outpatient Clinic Visits 1982 1981
32,245 32,872
11,415 12,182
30,592 30,372
6,550 6,909
5,056 5,066
15,990 16,164
25,152 26,223
13,744 14,858
18,672 18,840
9,919 10,327
9,191 10,576
3,764 5,240
Total ClinicalVisits 182,290 189,629
Emergency Service Visits 78,845 85,209
Total Outpatient Visits 261,135 274,838
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Inpatient Statistics (Discharges) 1982 1981
Adults
Medical
Surgical
17,366
9,034
17,351
9,309
Total Adults 26,400 26,660
Pediatrics
Medical
Surgical
2,399
1,158
2,443
1,311
Total Pediatrics 3,557 3,754
Newborn
Regular
Special Care
5,031
529
4,620
821
Total Newborn 5,560 5,441
Total Inpatient 35,517 35,855
Diagnostic and Therapeutic Services 1982 1981
Ultrasound
X-ray
CAT Scan
Nuclear Medicine
Electrocardiology Exams
Radiation Therapy Treatments
Physical Therapy Treatments
Respirator)' Therapy Treatments
10,317 9,753
176,051 183,286
5,688 5,570
7,647 7,956
43,715 44,975
45,149 45,411
40,121 42,064
242,797 232,071
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Chairman
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Vice Chairman
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Secretary
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OTHER MEMBERS
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Paul G. Barash, M.D.
Malcolm B. Bowers, M.D.
Lawrence S. Cohen, M.D.
John E. Fenn, M.D.
James J. Fischer, M.D.
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Michael Kashgarian, M.D.
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Robert S. Rosnagle, M.D.
Rachel Rotkovitch, R.N.
Frederick L. Sachs, M.D.
Marvin L. Sears, M.D.
David Seligson, M.D.
Harold Stern, M.D.
Virginia M. Stuermer, M.D.
Samuel O. Thier, M.D.
Steven Wolfson, M.D.
Joseph A. Zaccagnino
Joseph H. Zelson, M.D.
MEDICALBOARD STANDING
COMMITTEES
Administrative Committee
John E. Fenn, M.D.
Ambulatory Service
Thomas F. Dolan, Jr., M.D.
BylawsReview
John E. Fenn, M.D.
Cancer
Martin E. Katz, M.D.
Credentials
Stanley R. Lavietes, M.D.
Critical Care
Frederick L. Sachs, M.D.,
Barry L. Zaret, M.D.
Disaster
Ulrich H. Weil, M.D.
EmergencyRoom
Ulrich H. Weil, M.D.
Equipment and Product Standards
Daniel J. Mclntyre
Infection
William H. Greene, M.D.
Liaison
Peter I. Jatlow, M.D.,
Barbara K. Kinder, M.D.
MedicalRecords
William H. Greene, M.D.
Nutrition
Rosemarie L. Fisher, M.D.
OperatingRoom
John E. Fenn, M.D.
Patient Care Evaluation
Robert L.Mullin, M.D.
PerinatalMortality andMorbidity
Review
Richard A. Ehrenkranz, M.D.
Pharmacy and Therapeutics
Nicholas M. Greene, M.D.
Radioisotope
Eugene A. Cornelius, M.D.
Rehabilitation
Leo M. Cooney, Jr., M.D.
Transfusion
Edward L. Snyder, M.D.
CLINICALDEPARTMENTHEADS
Anesthesiology
CHIEF
Paul Barash, M.D.
ASSISTANT CHIEF
Robert I. Schrier, M.D.
ClinicalLaboratories
CHIEF
David Seligson, M.D.
ASSISTANT CHIEFS
Joseph R. Bove, M.D.
Peter Jatlow, M.D.
SECTION CHIEFS
BloodBank
Joseph R. Bove, M.D.
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Chemistry NuclearMedicine SECTION CHIEFS
Peter Jatlow, M.D. Paul Hoffer, M.D. Endocrinology and Infertility
Hematology Orthopaedic Radiology Alan DeChemey, M.D.
Peter McPhedran, M.D. Jack Lawson, M.D. Gynecology
Immunology Pediatric Radiology John McL. Morris, M.D.
Alexander Baumgarten, M.D. Ronald C.Ablow, M.D. Oncology
Microbiology Ultrasound Peter Schwartz, M.D.
Stephen Fidberg, Ph.D. Kenneth Taylor, M.D. Perinatology
Dentistry Medicine John Hobbins, M.D.Women's Center
ACTING CHIEF CHIEF
Donald Kohn, D.D.S. Samuel O. Thier, M.D.
Alan DeChemey, M.D.
ASSOCIATE CHIEF VICE-CHIEF Ophthalmology
Harold Horton, D.M.D. RobertM. Donaldson, M.D. CHIEF
SECTION CHIEFS ASSOCIATE CHIEF Marvin L. Sears, M.D.
DentalRadiology Frederick L. Sachs, M.D. ASSOCIATE CHIEF
Benjamin Cioia, D.D.S. ASSISTANT ASSOCIATE CHIEF Andrew S. Wong, M.D.
Endodontics Robert S. Gordon, M.D. DIRECTOR OF CLINICAL SERVICES
Bertrand Weisbart, D.D.S. SECTION CHIEFS Marvin L. Sears, M.D.
Operative/Reconstructive Cardiology SECTION CHIEFS
Alan Frankel, D.D.S. Barry L. Zaret, M.D. Cornea andExternal Diseases
Oral Surgery DigestiveDiseases Ali A. Khodadoust, M.D.
Bernard Levine, D.D.S. James Boyer, M.D. Genetics
Orthodontics Endocrinology/Metabolism Edward Cotlier, M.D.
Wilbur D. Johnston, M.D., D.D.S. Howard Rasmussen, M.D. Glaucoma
Pedodontics GeneralMedicine Marvin L. Sears, M.D.
Donald Kohn, D.D.S. Ralph Horwitz, M.D. Ophthalmic Pathology
Periodontics Hematology Douglas W. MacRae, M.D.
Harold Horton, D.M.D. Bernard G. Forget, M.D. Retina and Vitreous
Immunology James E. Puklin, M.D.
Dermatology John Dwyer, M.D., Ph.D. Strabismus
CHIEF InfectiousDisease Caleb Gonzalez, M.D.
Aaron B. Lerner, M.D. Vincent T. Andriole, M.D.
ASSISTANT CHIEF Medical Oncology Pathology
Irwin M. Braverman, M.D. Joseph R. Bertino, M.D. CHIEF
Diagnostic Imaging
Edwin C. Cadman, M.D.
Nephrology
Vincent T. Marchesi, M.D., Ph.D.
ASSOCIATE CHIEF
CHIEF
Richard H. Greenspan, M.D. John
P. Hayslett, M.D.
Primary Care Center
Michael Kashgarian, M.D.
SECTION CHIEFS
ASSISTANT CHIEF
Alexander Gottschalk, M.D.
Fred Schiffman, M.D.
PulmonaryDisease
Autopsy
G. Walker Smith, M.D.
CLINICAL DIRECTOR
Henry A. Swett, M.D.
ACTING CHIEF
Bernard Gee, M.D.
Surgical
Darryl Carter, M.D.
SECTION CHIEFS
Angiography RheumatologyStephen E. Malawista, M.D.
Neurology
CHIEF
Pediatrics
Morton Glickman, M.D. CHIEF
Chest Service Howard A. Pearson, M.D.
Ann Curtis, M.D.
Computerized Tomography
Gilbert H.Glaser, M.D.
ASSISTANT CHIEF
ASSOCIATE CHIEF
Joseph Zelson, M.D.
Arthur Rosenfield, M.D. Jonathan H. Pincus, M.D. ASSISTANT CHIEF
EmergencyRoom Radiology Norman S. Talner, M.D.
Phyllis Kornguth, M.D. Obstetrics and Gynecology ASSISTANT ASSOCIATE CHIEF
Gastrointestinal Radiology CHIEF Carter Stilson, M.D.
Morton Burrell, M.D. Frederick Naftolin, M.D., D. Phil. SECTION CHIEFS
GenitourinaryRadiology ASSOCIATE CHIEF Adolescents
C. John Hodson, M.D. Stanley R. Lavietes, M.D. Walter R. Anyan, Jr., M.D.
Neuroradiology ASSISTANT ASSOCIATE CHIEF Cardiology
E. Leon Kier, M.D. Charles B. Cheney, M.D. Norman S. Talner, M.D.
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Cystic Fibrosis ASSOCIATE CHIEF OTHERMEDICAL
Thomas F. Dolan, Jr., M.D. John E. Fenn, M.D. SERVICES
Endocrinology ASSISTANT CHIEF
William Tamborlane (Acting) Hastings K. Wright, M.D. YALE CHILD STUDYCENTER
Gastroenterology SECTION CHIEFS DIRECTOR
Joyce Gryboski, M.D. Cardiothoracic Albert J. Solnit, M.D.
HematologylOncology Arthur E. Baue, M.D. (Thoracic) SECTION DIRECTORS
Diane Komp, M.D. Alexander Geha, M.D. (Cardiac) ChildDevelopment Unit
InfectiousDisease ASSOCIATE CHIEF Albert I. Solnit, M.D.
I. George Miller, M.D. Harold Stern, M.D. Child Psychiatry Unit
Intensive Care General Tohn Schowalter, M.D.
Peter Rothstein, M.D. CHIEF Child Psychology Unit
Genetics Arthur E. Baue, M.D. Edward Zigler, M.D.
Leon E. Rosenberg, M.D. ASSOCIATE CHIEF Early ChildEducation
Neurology Nicholas Passarelli, M.D/ E. Kirsten Dahl, Ph.D.
Bennett A. Shaywitz, M.D. Neurosurgery
Neurosurgery CHIEF YALE COMPREHENSIVE
Charles Duncan, M.D. William F.Collins, Jr., M.D. CANCER CENTER
Orthopaedic Surgery ASSOCIATE CHIEF DIRECTOR
John A. Ogden, M.D. LycurgusM. Davey, M.D. JackW.Cole, M.D.
Nephrology Orthopaedic ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR BASIC
Norman J. Siegel, M.D. CHIEF RESEARCH
Pediatric Surgery John A. Ogden, M.D. Sherman Weissman, M.D.
Robert J. Touloukian, M.D. ASSOCIATE CHIEF ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR CLINICAL
PerinatalMedicine Ralph Duponte, M.D. ACTIVITIES
Ian Gross, M.D. Otolaryngology loseph R. Bertino, M.D.
Primary Care Center CHIEF MANAGER COMMUNICATIONS
Thomas F. Dolan, Jr., M.D. Clarence T. Sasaki, M.D. Marion Morra
PediatricRadiology ASSOCIATE CHIEF
Ronald C.Ablow, M.D. Robert Rosenagle, M.D. CENTERFORHUMAN
Psychiatry
CHIEF
Malcolm B. Bowers, Jr., M.D.
Pediatric GENETICSAND
CHIEF INHERITEDDISEASES
Robert Touloukian, M.D. DIRECTOR
ASSISTANT CHIEF
ASSOCIATE CHIEF Leon E. Rosenberg, M.D.
Hoyle Leigh, M.D.
Bernard Siegel, M.D.
Plastic/Reconstructive
SECTION CHIEFS
Genetic Consultation
SECTION CHIEFS
Consultation-Liaison Service and CHIEF Margretta Seashore, M.D.
Ambulatory Care
Hoyle Leigh, M.D.
Dana Psychiatric Clinic
Stephen Ariyan,M.D. FetalDiagnostic Service
ASSOCIATE CHIEF Maurice J. Mahoney, M.D.
IrvingM. Polayes, M.D. Diagnostic Cytogenetics Laboratory
DanielMoore, M.D. Urology W. Roy Breg, M.D.
Emergency Services and Primary Care
ACTING DIRECTOR
CHIEF
Bernard Lytton, M.D.
BiochemicalDiseaseDetection Laboratory
KayTanaka, M.D.
Harvey Ruben, M.D.
Director ofInpatient Services
Mary Swigar, M.D.
ASSOCIATE CHIEF
Richard P. Lena, M.D. MEDICALDIRECTORS
Therapeu ticRadiology Continuing Care
SECTION CHIEF
CHIEF Leo M. Cooney, Ir., M.D.
J. Craig Nelson, M.D.
David Greenfeld, M.D.
James J. Fischer, M.D. Emergency Service
Division ofRadiological Physics Ulrich H. Weil, M.D.
Psychology
Donald Quinlan, Ph.D.
DIRECTOR Epidemiology and Infection Control
Robert J. Schulz, Ph.D. William H. Greene, M.D.
Social Work Patient Care Evaluation
John Steidl
PersonnelHealth Service
Surgery Herbert D. Lewis, M.D.
CHIEF
Arthur E. Baue, M.D. Respiratory TherapyNeil Schachter, M.D.
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Medical Staffas of
July 1,1982
Attending
Associate
Courtesy
644
176
95
Emeritus 45
Visiting
Honorary
252
44
Clinical Fellows 112
Residents 350
Affiliated Health 58
Care Professionals
TotalMedical Staff 1,776
ADMINISTRATION
President
C. Thomas Smith
Executive Vice President
Joseph A. Zaccagnino
ChiefofStafflVice President-Medical
Affairs
John E. Fenn, M.D.
Vice Presidents-Administration
T. Brian Condon
Vincent S. Conti
I 'ice President-Finance
H. Bart Price
Vice President-Human Resources
Edward ]. Dowling
Vice President-Nursing
Rachel Rotkovitch, R.N., M.S.
Assistant to the ChiefofStaff
Richard H. ludd
AssociateAdministrators
Marna Parke Borgstrom
Richard Burford
Daniel Mclntyre
HaroldMindell
Leonard Reilly
AssistantAdministrators
Norman G. Roth
Steven A. Saunders
RobertM. Schwartz
ADMINISTRATIVE
DEPARTMENTS
Admitting
Paul Gacek
Accounting
Charles Torre
Budget andFinancialAnalysis
John McNeff
Building Services
William Thomas
Business Services
DavidWurcel
CommunityAffairs
Robert M. Schwartz
Development
Roger Campbell
Emergency Service
Keith Indeck
Engineering
Harold Mindell
Food andNutritional Services
Joanne Blackley, R.D.
Hearing and Speech
Natan Bauman, Ed.D.
Human Resources
Compensation and Benefits
Joel R. Culmone
PersonnelAdministration
Edwin Lamie
Training andEmployeeDevelopment
Lawrence Loomis
EmployeeRelations
Thomas F. X. Reilly
InternalAudit
lohn Ackerman
Linen Services
Josephine Locarini
ManagementEngineering
Mark A. Tepping
Management Information Systems
Steven A. Saunders
MaterialsManagement
Paul S. Minore
MedicalRecords
Robert R. Zappacosta
Pharmacy
David Tanner
Public Information
George G. Pawlush
Purchasing
Sherman L. Aungst
Radiation Therapy
Harold Silverman
Radiologic Technology
Ralph W. Coates
'
Rehabilitation Services
Reivan Zeleznik, R.P.T.
ReligiousMinistries
Rev. Edward F. Dobihal, Jr.
Respiratory Therapy
John J. Julius
RiskManagement
Virginia D. Roddy
Security Services
Newell Andrews
Social Work
Ruth Breslin, M.S.W., A.C.S.W.
TumorRegistry
Marilyn Hurst
Unit ServiceManagement
Norman Roth
Volunteer Services
Norcott Pemberton
NURSING
Administration
Rachel Rotkovitch, R.N., M.S.
Kristina Krail, R.N.
Rita Myjak, R.N.
Gertrude Talmadge, R.N.
Katheryne Tamm, R.N.
Doris Thorpe, R.N.
Frances Thorpe, R.N.
Jennie Wajnowski, R.N.
losephine White, R.N.
AmbulatoryNursing, Discharge
Planning andHome Care
Jane Wilkinson, R.N.
MedicalNursing
PatriciaMcCann, R.N.
NursingEducation
Patricia Durkin, R.N.
Obstetrics!GynecologyNursing
Margaret Sczesny (Acting)
OperatingRoomNursing
Luba Dowling, R.N.
PediatricNursing
Kathleen Fallon, R.N.
Psychiatric Nursing
Katheryne Tamm, R.N.
Surgical Nursing
Karen Camp, R.N.
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The Board ofTrustees ofYale-
New Haven Hospital gratefully ac
knowledges the contributions made
through February 28, 1983 by indi
viduals, corporations, foundations
and civic groups to the 1982 Annual
Appeal to improve patient care
through the acquisition ofnew med
ical equipment.
Many gifts directed to specific
Hospital departments are not in
cluded in these pages.
Contributions to the Building
Fund are also not included here, but
will be acknowledged in a separate
publication that will be issued in the
spring.
Gift Categories:
Benefactor $2,500 and over
Patron $1,000 to $2,499
Sponsor $ 500 to $ 999
Donor $ 100 to $ 499
Member $ 25 to $ 99
Friend a gift up to $24
INDIVIDUALS
Benefactor
Mr. Daniel P. Hays
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Hemberger
Ms. Susan Morse Hilles
Patron
Mrs. Anni Albers
Dr. and Mrs. David Clements
Mrs. Thelma Dinkeloo
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel A. Galpin
Mrs. Gerald Gaynor
Dr. and Mrs. William Glenn
Dr. IrvingM. Polaves
Mrs. Robert D. Scott
Mrs. Felix Ursprung
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence E. Wagner
Mrs. Donald G. Wing
Sponsor
Dr. and Mrs. lohn Aversa
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Benson
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Bernhard
Mr. and Mrs. H. Wick Chambers, Jr.
Prof, and Mrs. Sydney P. Clark, Jr.
Dr. Bernard L. Conte
Mr. and Mrs. lames W. Cooper
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Costello
Mrs. Elinor B. Dayton
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Dixon
Dr. Gerald S. Freedman
Dr. and Mrs. lohn A. Kirchner
Mr. and Mrs. W. Frazier Scott
Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. Shanbrom
Donor
Mrs. Joseph Abbatiello
Dr. Elisabeth C. Adams
Mr. and Mrs. RobertM. Adnopoz
Dr. Donald Alderman
Mrs. Hannah S. Alderman
Mrs. Robert Anderson
Dr. and Mrs. Robert L. Arnstein
Mrs. Elizabeth W. Asher
Dr. and Mrs. Elisha Atkins
Mr. and Mrs. Elliot A. Baines
Dr. Christopher C. Baker
Mr. and Mrs. Barn,' R. Banducci
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Barclay
Mrs. Elizabeth J. Barrows
Dr. and Mrs. Arnold M. Baskin
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Baue
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence C. Beebe
Mr. and Mrs. Richard G. Bell
Mr. and Mrs. Jess L. Belser
Mr. and Mrs. Alan C. Bennett
Dr. Michael R. Berman
Mr. and Mrs. John M.C. Betts
Mr. and Mrs. Boris I. Bittker
Mr. and Mrs. Miles G. Blakeslee, Jr.
Dr. Sandra Boltax-Stern
Mr. and Mrs. Richard H. Bowerman
Mr. and Mrs. F. Sherwood Bovd
Mrs. M. B. Bozyan
Mr. Milton P. Bradley
Mr. and Mrs. Leo J. Brancato
Mr. and Mrs. Henrv P. Brightwell
Mr. and Mrs. Arvin Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher H. Buckley
Dr. and Mrs. Donald Buebendorf
Mr. and Mrs. Paul S. Burnham
Mr. and Mrs. George J. Bussmann
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Bussmann
Mr. and Mrs. G. Edward Byers, Jr.
Mr. Robert T. Cairns
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Carples
Mr. and Mrs. H. Allen Carroll
Mr. and Mrs. David G. Carter
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Cavanagh
Mrs. Charlotte G. Chase
Mr. Henry Chauncey, Ir.
Mr. and Mrs. NorbertW. Church
Mr. and Mrs. Donald N. Clark
Mr. and Mrs. H. Chandler Clark
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Mr. and Mrs. Michael A. Serluca, Sr.
Mr. andMrs. Jerome Sestito
Mrs. Louis Shafer
Mr. Irving Shapiro
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph E. Shapiro
Ms. Eva Shepatin
Mr. andMrs. Abraham Shermer
Mr. William P. Silk
Mr. James J. Sivo
Miss Alicia E. Slator
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond L. Small
Mr. Floyd G. Smeeton
Ms. Julia Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Michael D. Smith, Sr.
Mr. andMrs. Alexander Sobes-
tanovich
Mrs. George Soldan
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Sonnischsen
Mr. andMrs. Conrad Spicer
Mr. andMrs. Alan Spiegel
Mrs. Edith L. Spruill
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur St. Armand
Ms. Denise St. Germain
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Stead, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Steele
Ms. Mary Stegina
Mr. Robert L. Stephens
Miss Elizabeth Stoller
Mrs. A. Burton Street
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Strogatz
Mrs. Carmel Sullivan
Mr. andMrs. Robert Sundy
Mr. and Mrs. Hyman Swinkin
Mrs. Morgan Y. Swirsky
Ms. Mary F. Symmes
Mr. Arthur Symonds
Mr. Edward C. Sypher
Ms. Man' Szirbik
Ms. Jan M. Thomas
Mr. Leonard Thompson
Ms. Meredith Thompson
Ms. Doris Thorpe
Ms. Jessie Throm
Mr. andMrs. David N. Torrance
Mr. Benjamin J. Tortora
Ms. Maryann Tranquilli
Mr. andMrs. John H. Trapp, Jr.
Mr. Joseph E. Trefny
Ms. Germaine M. Trofatter
Mr. andMrs. Theodore J. Turek
Mr. andMrs. Stanley E. Turski
Ms. Paula A. Urbinati
Ms. Man,' Ann Viscione
Mr. and Mrs. RichardWagner
Mrs. Donna M. Walker
Mr. Robert E. Wall
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Waniga
Mr. Morris Watstein
Mrs. Thomas Watt
Mr. andMrs. Richard R. Weber
Mr. andMrs. Robert A. Weber, Jr.
Mr. andMrs. Jerome L. Weinstein
Mr. andMrs. Walter A. Weirsman
Ms. Zena A. Wendt
Mr. Michael S. Weslocky
Mr. andMrs. RobetWest
Mr. and Mrs. Clement R. Wetmore
Mr. and Mrs. JohnWeyeneth
Miss Mary P. Wheeler
Mrs. VirginiaWhitcomb
Mr. and Mrs. HarryWigden
Mr. andMrs. Frazar B. Wilde
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Winnick
Mr. DanielWohlgelernter
Mr. andMrs. David Wurcell
Mr. andMrs. FrederickWurm
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert Yanosky
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Yermalovich
Mr. and Mrs. Albert S. Youngman
Mr. and Mrs. Mvron Yudowitch
CORPORATIONS
Patron
The Bilco Company
P. Francini & Company, Inc.
Harvey Hubbell, Inc.
Ives Division
New Haven Savings Bank
New Haven Water Company
Spectrum Associates, Inc.
Strouse-Adler Company
UPS Foundation
Sponsor
American Powdered Metals Company
Blakeslee Arpaia Chapman, Inc.
Chesebrough-Pond's, Inc.
Insilco Company
Len-Crete Corporation
Newton-New Haven Company
George Schmitt & Company, Inc.
Times Fiber Communications, Inc.
Donor
American Refractories & Crucible
Corp.
Anamed Inc.
Aura Manufacturing Company
Automatic Fastener Corporation
Beecher & Bennett, Inc.
Connecticut Air Conditioning Corp.
Corometrics Medical System
R. R. Donnelley & Sons Company
Eastern Elevator Company
Ernst &Whinney
Grand Light & Supply Company
Hamden Surgical, Inc.
Humphrey Chemical Company
Kops-Monahan Communication, Inc.
Latella Carting
Leon's Baken Inc.
lames J. McDonnell, Inc.
Milfoam Corporation
New England Die Casting
The Owl Shop
George E. Piatt Company, Inc.
Sagal, lacobs & Company
Scott Oldsmobile, Inc.
Torrington Supply Company, Inc.
West Haven Lumber Company
Member
The Aljim Company
Bernard Burge Interiors, Inc.
The S. Barn' lennings Co., Inc.
Kaufman Instrument Lab., Inc.
Meriden Cooper Corporation
Orlea, Inc.
Parker X-Ray Solution Service
Pfizer Inc.
Top Products, Inc.
Yale Surgical Company, Inc.
Friend
Atlantic Floor Covering Co.
Brace's Flowers
Creative Financial Planning Corp.
Dichello Distributors
Harris Corporation
Misenti Washer & Dryer Repairs
Preisner Silver Company
S. Spielvogel and Associates
AREA ORGANIZATIONS
Algonquin Club to Cystic Fibrosis
Bon-Si Social Club to Sickle Cell
Rose Cohen's Trip to Cohoes,
New York
Connecticut Lions Club
Connecticut Foundation for
Childhood Leukemia
Laurel Link #15, Order of the Golden
Chain
Magicianettes to Sickle Cell
Friends of Sickle Cell
Stamford Telephone Employees
United Order of True Sisters, New
Haven Lodge #4
FOUNDATIONS, TRUSTS
ANDBEQUESTS
Alcoa Foundation
The Howard Bayne Fund
The Carbonari Foundation
Crouse-Hinds Foundation
Ensign-Bickford Foundation
Minnie Gordon Bequest
Estate ofRuth Hays
Alcibiades G. Heris Trust
Harvey Hubbell Foundation
Insilco Foundation
John Day Jackson Fund
Man' Jane Keller Fund
Mahlon H. Marlin Trust
Man M. Marlin Trust
Estate ofPaulineMead
Karen MountMemorial Fund
Edward S. Moore Foundation, Inc.
New Haven Foundation
Morris and Ester Sadock Foundation
INMEMORYOF
Janie Adkins
Alexandra Simms Barlow
Marilyn J. Beach
Florilla Beazley
Ryan Benson
Jessica Boxer
Michael Gregory Brandl
Edwin Chatfield
Steven Chen
Ruth Deshefy
Isadore Dubin
Linda Essex
Francis Foley
Genevieve R. Foley
Brianne Foster
Irving Freedman, M.D.
leanie Fucci
Ronald Fusco
Henrietta Garrahan
William I . Garrett
Christopher Gilbert
Ira S. Goldenberg, M.D.
Tyler Gregory
Frank Hamm
George A. Hart, Sr.
George W. Hill
Herman Holtsberg
Helen Y. Jackson
Mabel G. Jowett
David Kaplan
Baby Boy Knowles
Ehren Charles Konopka
Aaron Kudeviz
James Lee
Andrew John Losee
Jane Malone
Lillian Moreland
Jennifer Brooke Natter
Laurie Neubig
Arthur Loren Neumann
Tucker Ethan Olmstead
Joshua Benton Pal
Stuart Parker
Norma C. Pavarotti
Judith Pcolka
Bertrand Pearlman
Richard Politis
Richard Porier
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Marie Raffio
Guy Ripley
Sean Robillard
Samuel S. Savage
George Siciliano
Duncan Silver
Anthony Storey
Antonio Suffoletta
Chrystal H. Todd
Matthew Torak
Thomas Trulock
Lawrence Waszak
Jane M. Weber
Joseph Weiner, M.D.
FrederickWhithouse
Lois Wiles
ChristopherWilkie
Murray Zellner
Samuel Zerumer
Frank Willis Zimmerman, III
LNHONOROF
Alycia Marie Trakas
Mathew Bunce
Dr. Samuel Bobrow
Making a Gift to Yale-NewHaven
Hospital
Should you, your attorney or fi
nancial advisor be interested in dis
cussing a gift ofcash, securities or
property or a planned gift such as a
trust or bequest, please contact Di
rector ofDevelopment, Yale-New
HavenMedical Center, 25 Park
Street, New Haven, Connecticut
06519; 203-785-2141. Gifts are tax
deductible as provided by law.
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Dr.Arthur E. Baue is **
Chairman of the Department
of Surgery at Yale-New
Haven and the Yale School of
Medicine. Specializing in car
diothoracic surgery and gen
eral surgery, Dr. Baue's
current research involves
shock, cardiopulmonary re
suscitation and cardiothoracic
surgery. Born in St. Louis and
educated atWestminster Col
lege and Harvard Medical
School, he joined the staff of
Yale-New Haven in 1975.
Or. HarveyBerger, a New
Haven resident, was gradu
ated from Colgate University
and the Yale University
School of Medicine. He is
Director of Cardiovascular
Imaging at Yale-New Haven
Hospital and Assistant Profes
sor of Diagnostic Radiology
and Medicine at Yale.
Dr. Herbert Dubow, Di
rector of Yale-New Haven
Hospital's One-Day Surgery
Clinic, received his under
graduate and medical
degrees from New York Uni
versity. He is an Attending
Anesthesiologist at the Hospi
tal and Assistant Clinical Pro
fessor of Anesthesiology at
the Yale University School of
Medicine.
Dr.William F.Collins,
Jr., is a native of New Haven
and a graduate of Yale Uni
versity and the Yale University
School ofMedicine. He is a
Professor of Neurological Sur
gery at Yale and has served as
chairman of the department
since 1967.
Mrs. Luba Dowling, Clini
cal Director of the Yale-New
Haven Operating Rooms,
joined the staff of the Hospi
tal in 1945 as a nurse. She
holds a bachelor's degree in
nursing from the University of
Bridgeport and a master's de
gree from Fairfield University.
Dr. John E. Fenn is the
newly appointed Chief of
Staff at Yale-New Haven. A
native of New Haven and resi
dent ofWoodbridge, Dr.
Fenn was graduated from
Hopkins Grammar School,
Dartmouth College and the
Yale University School of
Medicine. He received his
post-graduate training in sur
gery atYale-New Haven. In
addition to being an Associ
ate Clinical Professor of
Surgery at Yale, Dr. Fenn con
tinues to practice his specialty
of vascular surgery.
Dr. W.L. Glenn is former
Chief of Cardiothoracic Sur
gery at Yale-New Haven and
the CharlesW. Ohse Profes
sor of Surgery at the Yale Uni
versity School of Medicine. A
past president of the Ameri
can HeartAssociation, Dr.
Glenn was educated at Sewa-
nee Military Academy, the
University of South Carolina
and Jefferson Medical
College.
Dr. Richard H. Green
span is Chairman of the De
partment of Diagnostic
Imaging at Yale-New Haven
and at Yale University School
of Medicine. Dr. Greenspan,
a native of New York, is a
graduate of Columbia Univer
sity and the Syracuse Univer
sity College of Medicine.
Dr. Henry Swett is the
Clinical Director of Diagnostic
Imaging at Yale-New Haven
Hospital and an Associate
Professor at Yale University
School of Medicine. He was
graduated from the Univer
sity of Virginia and the New
Jersey College of Medicine.
He resides in Guilford.
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Caring, Teaching and
Discovering . . .
A part of Yale-New Haven Hospital's tradition for 1 57
years, a tradition that you have helped to continue.
To you and the more than 3,300 donors who with
generosity and foresight gave $6,850,000 to our
Building Fund Campaign, Thank You.
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